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Corporate Information
Welcome aboard Oman Air, and discover what is "Modern Vision, Timeless
Traditions..."
Oman Air, the designated carrier of the Sultanate of Oman is a business enterprise committed to the
basic objective of providing safe, reliable and proﬁtable air transport services for passengers and
cargo as well as other aviation related services. Apart from being recognized as a strong business
presence, Oman Air is respected for its professional attitude and recommended for its punctuality and
service excellence.

Starting oﬀ as a regional player, Oman Air as Oman’s national carrier, has witnessed rapid growth
since the time it was established. The ownership of Oman Air rests in the hands of the government of
Oman. Oman Air has its hub base at Muscat International Airport in Muscat, Oman. Oman Air Head
Oﬃce is situated at Muscat, Oman. This airline has a strong work force of well-trained employees
whose dedication and hard work has helped us to build a distinct identity and customer base.

Oman Air partners with many carriers around the world, while having a special code-share partnership
with several select carriers. Oman Air has implemented its Frequent Flyer Programme with these code
share partners. Today, it has carved a niche of its own with its renowned traditions of hospitality, and
ﬂies to several destinations, on both domestic and international sectors. Oman Air is now the airline of
choice for the discerning business and leisure traveller in the regional airline scenario. Bringing
together, people from diﬀerent nations and diverse cultures. Welcoming each one of its guests with
true hospitality and warmth that it’s quintessentially Omani.

Oman Air Proﬁle
Oman Air, the ﬂagship company of the Oman’s Civil Aviation sector, commenced operations in 1993.
Know more

Vision Statement
Oman Air Vision Statement...

Know more

Strategic Objectives
Oman Air Strategic Objectives...

Know more

History
Oman Air can look back on an eventful history. It includes many glorious moments...
Know more
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